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Abstract—
We propose a content-based soft annotation (CBSA) procedure

for providing images with semantical labels. The annotation pro-
cedure starts with labeling a small set of training images, each
with one single semantical label (e.g., forest, animal, or sky). An
ensemble of binary classifiers is then trained for predicting label
membership for images. The trained ensemble is applied to each
individual image to give the image multiple soft labels, and each
label is associated with a label membership factor. To select a
base binary-classifier for CBSA, we experiment with two learning
methods, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Bayes Point Ma-
chines (BPMs, and compare their class-prediction accuracy. Our
empirical study on a 116-category 25K-image set shows that the
BPM-based ensemble provides better annotation quality than the
SVM-based ensemble for supporting multimodal image retrievals.

Keywords: Bayes Point Machines, Support Vector Machines,
image annotation, multimodal image retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION

Content-based image retrieval supports image searches based
on perceptual features, such as color, texture, and shape. How-
ever, for most users, articulating a content-based query using
these low-level features can be non-intuitive and difficult. Many
users prefer using keywords to conduct searches. We believe
that a combined keyword- and content-based approach can ben-
efit from the strengths of both paradigms. A user can start a
query by entering a few keywords. Once a few images relevant
to the query are found, the image system uses these images’
perceptual features, together with their annotation, to perform a
multimodal query refinement.

Images must first be annotated in order to support such com-
bined keyword- and content-based queries and refinement. In
this work we propose a content-based soft annotation (CBSA)
approach to provide images with multiple semantical labels.
The initial input to CBSA is a training image set in which each
image has been manually annotated with a single semantical
label. The mission of CBSA is to propagate these labels to un-
labeled images as well as to the labeled ones. At the end of
the annotation process, each image is annotated with a label-
vector, and each label in the vector is assigned a confidence

factor. For instance, each image in a training set is initially
labeled with one of K labels such as forest, tiger, sky, and
so on. At the end of the CBSA process, each image is anno-
tated with a label-vector of K labels. An image label-vector
(forest : 0.1, tiger : 0.9, sky : 0.7, · · ·) means that the im-
age is believed to contain semantics of forest, tiger, and sky
with 10%, 90%, and 70% confidence, respectively. When a
text-based search is issued with keywords, images are ranked
and retrieved based on their combined confidence factors in the
matching labels1.

As pointed out by [3], [4], automatic annotation may not at-
tain extremely high accuracy with the present state of the com-
puter vision and image processing technology. However, pro-
viding images with some reliable initial semantical labels and
then refining these unconfirmed labels via relevance feedback
is believed to be an effective approach [44], [52]. (We discuss
some refinement methods that can improve annotation accuracy
in Section II.) CBSA aims to initialize images with a set of
semantical words whose reliability is significantly better than
chance. Our empirical study shows that even though the ini-
tial annotation may not be perfect, CBSA assists a user to find
some relevant images rapidly via a keyword search. Once some
relevant images are found, a query refinement method such
as MEGA [27] and SVMActive [46] can be employed to zoom
quickly into the user’s query concept.

More specifically, CBSA consists of three steps. We summa-
rize these steps as follows and highlight our contributions:

1) Manually labeling each training images with one of the
K pre-selected semantic labels. Our labeling scheme is
simple since it does not involve segmenting of images
[3], [4], or manual annotating of an image with multiple
keywords and probabilities [32].

2) Train K classifiers. Using the labeled instances, we train
an ensemble of K binary classifiers (using Bayes Point

1When a query keyword is not in the label set or it has multiple senses, query
refinement/expansion is needed to translate the initial query. Detailed treatment
on query refinement/expansion is beyond the scope of this study.



Machines (BPMs) or Support Vector Machines(SVMs)).
Each classifier assumes the task of determining the con-
fidence score for a semantic label. Our K-class en-
semble automatically adapts kernel parameters (i.e., C
and γ of the Laplacian kernel) for each of the K class-
boundaries based on the idiosyncrasies of that individual
class. Our empirical study shows that employing BPMs
as the base classifier outperforms SVMs [48] in class-
prediction accuracy. We also provide theoretical justifi-
cation for BPMs’ superiority.

3) Automatically annotating images using the classifiers.
Each image is classified by the K classifiers and assigned
a confidence score for the label that each classifier is at-
tempting to predict. As a result, a K-nary label-vector
consisting of K-class membership is generated for each
image.

The rest of the paper is organized into five sections. In Sec-
tion II, we discuss related work, explaining how our approach
differs from others. In Section III, we present the SVMs and
BPMs one-per-class (OPC) ensemble schemes that we used
for annotating images. We also present a kernel parameters
selection method, which tends to minimize generalization er-
rors. Section IV presents our CBSA annotation method. In
Section V, we present and discuss our experimental results. Fi-
nally, we offer our concluding remarks in Section VI, together
with some ideas for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss related work in classification ensembles and an-
notation.

A. Related Work in Classification Ensembles

The regression approach to classification considers the dis-
crimination problem of K classes simultaneously. This method
is computationally expensive (O(K3)) and may impose a uni-
versal assumption on class boundaries [15]. A more flexible and
cheaper (O(K2)) approach is the use of ensemble schemes.

Ensemble methods can be divided into two categories based
on their design goals. The goal of the first category is to reduce
prediction variance caused by training data selection. Some
well-known methods in this category include bagging [6], arc-
ing [7], and boosting [41].

The goal of the second ensemble category is to reduce pre-
diction error using decomposition and reconstruction methods
with good error-correction capability [2], [14], [47]. Three rep-
resentative schemes are:
1. One Per Class (OPC). This scheme trains K binary clas-
sifiers for K classes. The classifier which gives the largest
output determines the class of a given data point.

2. Pairwise Coupling (PWC). This method trains 1
2K(K−1)

binary classifiers, each of which provides a partial decision for
classifying a data point. PWC then combines the output of all
classifiers to form a class prediction. The study of [31] shows
that combining these decision outputs differently may yield
different class decisions.

3. Error-Correcting Output Coding (ECOC). ECOC was
first proposed by Dietterich and Bakiri [14] to reduce classifi-
cation error by exploiting the redundancy of coding schemes.

Each class is assigned a codeword of length L. The value of
L has to be much larger than the number of classes K. This
allows each pair of codewords to have a large Hamming dis-
tance, and hence good error correction. To make such pairing
possible, the codewords must be designed to have good row
and column separation. For large K, an optimal set of code-
words cannot be generated deterministically.

Our previous study [16] of the three schemes listed above
shows that a simple scheme like OPC performs as well as more
elaborate schemes like PWC and ECOC when applied to im-
age classification. Because of OPC’s effectiveness and its sub-
stantially small number of base classifiers and hence training
efficiency, we employ OPC ensemble for combining our binary
classifiers.

B. Related Work in Annotation

Most multimedia systems that employ semantical informa-
tion for retrievals are lexicon-based, requiring a framework to
extract and represent the semantics of a multimedia object. The
provision of an intuitive interface for users is also important.
Oftentimes, the user will provide an example that represents
his/her query concept, or the system will present some initial
examples for the user to choose. This interaction with the users
can also further refine the existing annotations. A major chal-
lenge faced by such systems is that of propagating semantical
annotations from a small number of labeled data to a large num-
ber of unlabeled data.

1) Semantics Extraction
Semantical information is mainly extracted in two ways:
1. Image-based Methods. Image segmentation techniques
are employed to detect some predefined objects in the image.
An approach proposed by Chang et al. [11] uses the Seman-
tic Visual Templates (SVTs), a collection of regional objects
within a video shot, to express the semantical concept of a
user’s query. The templates can be further refined by a two-
way interaction between the user and the system. Saber and
Tekalp [40] propose extracting objects from an image based
on color and edge detection. Recently, Wang et al. [50] pro-
pose SIMPLIcity, a system that captures semantics using the
robust Integrated Region Matching metric. The semantics are
used to classify images into two broad semantical categories
“textured/nontextured” and “graph/photograph”. The clas-
sification is then used to support semantics-sensitive image
retrievals. IBM Research [34] develops VideoAnn, a semi-
automatic video annotation tool. The tool provides an easy-
to-use interface for the user to annotate different regions of a
video shot. The annotation is then automatically propagated
to similar shots.

2. Text-based Methods. The text surrounding the images is
analyzed (e.g. [42]) and the system extracts those that appear
to be relevant. Benitez and Chang [5] present a method to
extract semantical concepts by disambiguating words’ senses
with the help of the lexical database WordNet. In addition,
the relationships between keywords can be extracted using
relations established in WordNet. An approach proposed
by Chang et al. [36] combines text-based and image-based
methods to attach annotations to images. Their system is able



to separate images into two main semantical concepts, indoor
and outdoor.

After the semantics are extracted, Naphade and Huang [33]
propose a probabilistic framework to represent them in their
video indexing and retrieval work. A multiject is the proba-
bility density function which denotes the presence of a multi-
media object. The interaction between the multijects is then
modeled using a Bayesian network to form a multinet.
All the approaches mentioned above rely very much on lo-
cal features, which in turn rely on high segmentation accu-
racy. However, segmentation can hardly be done reliably, es-
pecially on compressed images. CBSA performs annotation
using global features, and it uses a BPM-OPC ensemble to
provide multiple semantical labels for an image without the
need of segmentation. Our empirical results show that using
global features, we can perform salient object recognition and
semantical understanding reasonably well. On a 116-category
25K-image dataset, using 20%, 30%, and 50% images as train-
ing data, the annotation accuracy on the remaining testing data
is 49%, 56%, and 61%, respectively.

2) Annotation Propagation
Most image annotation techniques involve some sort of prop-
agation. A small subset of images is first manually annotated.
Then the annotation is propagated to the rest of the database
using some machine learning or statistical methods. Picard
and Minka [37] use image texture to propagate annotation. Af-
ter a user labels a patch of an image, this label can be propa-
gated to other images with similar patches of texture. In [40],
after an object is extracted from an image, it is compared to
a set of predefined object templates and, if a match is found,
the template’s annotation is used for that object. Naphade,
Lin and Smith [35] present a system which contains a lexicon
learnt from users using annotated examples. The formulation
of semantical relationships in the lexicon is modeled as a clas-
sification problem. The resulting retrieval system is able to
support keyword-based queries as well as to detect multimodal
events.
Wenyin et al. [52], Sychay et al. [44] and VideoAnn [34] use
relevance feedback to improve annotation quality. After a user
types in keywords for a query, the user picks some positive
and negative examples. Positive examples have the query key-
words added or strengthened, and negative examples have the
keywords weakened or removed. Such schemes depend on the
availability of a reasonable set of initial image labels, which
CBSA can provide both effectively and efficiently.

III. THE CHOICE OF A CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

The regression approach to classification considers the dis-
crimination problem of K classes simultaneously. However,
as discussed in Section II, the regression approach is compu-
tationally expensive (O(K3)) and may impose a universal as-
sumption on all class boundaries. A more flexible and computa-
tionally inexpensive (O(K2)) approach is the use of ensemble
schemes. Such schemes first decompose the K-class problems
into a number of binary sub-problems and use a simpler binary
classifier to solve the smaller sub-problems. For conducting
content-based soft annotation, we use Bayes Point Machines

(BPMs) as the binary classifer and a simple yet effective ensem-
ble scheme known as one per class. We call this combination
BPM-OPC.

In this section, we first present two statistical learning meth-
ods, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and BPMs. Since SVMs
can be regarded as an approximation to BPMs and can be used
to bootstrap BPMs, we present SVMs first to set up the con-
text for discussing the theoretical differences between these two
emerging learning methods. Next, we present a kernel param-
eter selection algorithm. Both SVMs and BPMs can employ a
kernel function to project training data to a higher-dimensional
feature space where the data from different classes can be sep-
arated by a hyperplane. We discuss the proper kernel used for
classifying images, and present an algorithm to adaptively tune
the kernel parameters so as to minimize generalization error.
Finally, we present details of the OPC ensemble scheme.

A. Learning Methods: SVMs and BPMs

SVMs [23], [48], [49] are a core machine learning tech-
nology that has strong theoretical foundations and excellent
empirical successes. We consider SVMs (and thus BPMs) in
the binary classification setting. We are given training data
{x1 . . .xn} that are vectors in some space X ⊆ R

d. We are
also given their labels {y1 . . . yn} where yi ∈ {−1, 1}. In their
simplest form, SVMs are hyperplanes that separate the train-
ing data by a maximal margin. All vectors lying on one side
of the hyperplane are labeled as −1, and all vectors lying on
the other side are labeled as 1. The training instances that lie
closest to the hyperplane are called support vectors. More gen-
erally, SVMs allow us to project the original training data in
space X to a higher dimensional feature space F via a Mercer
kernel operator K. In other words, we consider the set of clas-
sifiers of the form: f(x) =

∑n

i=1 αiK(xi,x). When f(x) ≥ 0
we classify x as +1; otherwise we classify x as −1.

When K satisfies Mercer’s condition [8] we can write:
K(u,v) = Φ(u) · Φ(v) where Φ : X → F and “·” denotes
an inner product. We can then rewrite f as:

f(x) = w · Φ(x), where w =
n

∑

i=1

αiΦ(xi). (1)

The SVM computes the αis that correspond to the maximal
margin hyperplane inF . By choosing different kernel functions
we can project the training data fromX into different spaces F .
The hyperplanes in F correspond to complex decision bound-
aries in the original space X . Commonly used kernel functions
include polynomial kernel K(u,v) = (u ·v+1)p, Gaussian ra-
dial basis function (RBF) kernel K(u,v) = (e−γ(u−v)·(u−v))

and Laplacian RBF kernel K(u,v) = (e−γ
∑

i
|ui−vi|).

Since image concepts are not likely to be linearly separable in
the projected space, we need to allow for some training errors.
This need gives rise to the soft margin SVM algorithm [13].
Soft margin SVMs can be formulated as a special case of the
hard margin version with the modified kernel by adding a factor
C to penalize training errors.

Bayes Point Machines (BPMs) are proposed by Herbrich et
al. [19], [20] to approximate the Bayesian inference for lin-



Fig. 1. Difference between SVM and BPM classifiers. For the hypersphere
on the left, SVM approximates the Bayes point (star symbol) with the center of
the largest sphere that is embedded within the version space. However, for the
hypersphere on the right, we see that the SVM solution is far from the Bayes
point. This happens when the largest embedded sphere does not cover a large
volume in the version space.

ear classifiers in a kernel space. To illustrate the difference be-
tween BPMs and SVMs, we first define some terms. A hypoth-
esis h(x), or commonly referred to as a classifier, is a function
which maps an input vector x to an output label y. The set of
consistent hypotheses given a training set is called the version
space V and each point in the version space constitutes a plau-
sible classifier. An SVM hypothesis is constructed by finding a
hyperplane which maximizes the margin between the positive
and negative training examples. In the version space, the mar-
gin of examples is the distance from the classifier to the closest
boundary of the space. Thus, the maximal margin is the radius
of the largest sphere that can be embedded in the version space,
and the SVM classifier is the center of this sphere. In contrast,
BPMs construct a hypothesis by attempting to find the center of
the entire version space. This center is called the Bayes point.
Figure 1 illustrates a scenario whereby the hypothesis obtained
by SVMs can be quite inaccurate with respect to the theoret-
ically optimal Bayes point. Next, we discuss how the Bayes
point is computed.

1) The Bayes Solution and Bayes Point
BPMs adopt the strategy of Bayes classification, where the
classifier is found by considering all valid solutions over the
entire version space. Given a training set z = (x,y) =
((x1, y1), . . . (xm, ym)) ∈ (X × Y)m of size m, Bayes clas-
sification aims to assign a new test data x to the label y with
minimal expected loss, weighted by its posterior probability
PH|Zm=z(h):

Bayesz(x) = argmin
y∈Y

EH|Zm=z[l(H(x), y)], (2)

where the loss function is defined by

l(y, y′) =

{

1, y 6= y′

0, y = y′

The Bayes solution (Bayesz) in Equation 2 is the optimal one
for any classification task. However, it is generally impossible
to find a unique hypothesis h ∈ H in order to obtain Bayesz.
Herbrich et al. [19], [20] attempts to find the classifier that is
the closest to Bayesz by requiring the classifier to lie within
a fixed hypothesis space H . The Bayesz approximation is
given by

hbp(z) = arg min
h∈H

EXbEH|Zm=z[l(h(X), H(X))]c = 〈wBayes, X〉F .

(3)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the billiard-like algorithm. Each small ball represents
the estimate wi for the center of mass wcm in each bounce step. The final wcm

is obtained by averaging all these estimates.

The classifier hbp(z) is called the Bayes point, and it approx-
imates the optimal Bayesz the best. Here, wBayes is the
weight vector of hbp(z).

2) The Center-of-Mass
Computing Equation 3 requires the knowledge of the input
training distribution Px, which is hard to obtain. Fortunately,
for a two-class classification problem, [20] suggests a method
to find the center-of-mass in V , under the assumption that
‖w‖ = 1, as follows

wcm =
EW |Zm=z[W ]

‖EW |Zm=z[W ]‖
. (4)

Note that the hypothesis h ∈ H and the weight vector w ∈ W
can be synonymously called the classifier as they have a one-
to-one correspondence [19], [20]. Equation 4 can be a very
good approximation to the Bayes point hbp(z), and thus, we
can find the optimal weight vector wBayes by calculating wcm.
In order to calculate the center-of-mass wcm, [20] suggests us-
ing a first-order Markov chain to compute the expectation in
Equation 4, which can be approximated by uniformly sam-
pling weight vectors w in V and then averaging them. How-
ever, it is rather difficult to perform such samplings as the
points exist in a convex polyhedron on a unit sphere. Two
algorithms proposed by [20] to achieve this sampling are de-
scribed as follows:

1) The Billiard-ball algorithm. The algorithm is based on
a billiard-like method [38], [39]. After entering the ver-
sion space with a perceptron or the SVM algorithm, the
classifier w is envisioned as a billiard ball that is be-
ing bounced around within the convex polyhedron V
for a while. Playing billiards in V is possible because
each training point (xi, yi) ∈ Z defines a hyperplane
{w ∈ W |yi〈xi, w〉F = 0} ∈ W (see Figure 2). After N
bounces of the billiard ball, the Bayes point can be esti-

mated by wcm = 1
N

N
∑

i=1

wi. More details can be gleaned

from [20].
2) The perceptron algorithm. While the billiard-like algo-

rithm shows good generalization performance, it suffers
from large computational costs. In [20], it is suggested
that an approximate uniform sampling of the version
space is sufficient for finding wcm. This suggestion is



based on the fact that each classifier in V is already opti-
mal. Hence, the second method uses the perceptron algo-
rithm to obtain different classifiers wis simply by permu-
tating the training set [51]. The center of mass is given
by averaging over all wis.

For our BPM-OPC implementation, we use SVMs to delimit
the version space and then use the Billiard-ball algorithm to
approximate the center-of-mass.

B. Kernel and Parameters Selection

For image classification, recent works [1], [21] show that us-
ing the L1 distance function is a more effective similarity mea-
sure for high-dimensional data. Meanwhile, the empirical result
in [46] shows that the Laplacian RBF, which utilizes the L1 dis-
tance function, works well with high-dimensional image data.
Therefore, CBSA uses Laplacian RBF kernel. Because of the
choice of using the Laplacian kernel together with soft-margin
SVMs to initialize BPMs in the version space, our ensemble
has two tunable parameters: γ and C.

• The γ in the Laplacian kernel controls the shape of the
kernel. The larger the value of γ, the narrower the shape

of K(u,v) = (e−γ
∑

i
|ui−vi|). A high γ value leads to

a narrow shape and possible overfitting. A lower value
(wider shape) produces low prediction accuracy.

• C controls the trade-offs between margin maximization
and error minimization. Increasing C may decrease train-
ing error, but it can also lead to poor generalization.

Both parameters control the generalization ability of BPMs
and SVMs. To algorithmically predict the best set of param-
eters that will minimize the generalization error remains an
open research problem. The machine learning community has
provided some bounds, produced from training results, to esti-
mate the generalization error. One widely accepted approach at
present is the leave-one-out bound [28]. The leave-one-out pro-
cedure removes one instance from the training set to be used as
the testing instance. Suppose a training set consists of L train-
ing instances. The procedure first constructs the decision rule
based on the remaining (L−1) training data, then tests the rule
with the testing instance. This procedure is repeated L times
until all L instances in the training set are tested. The leave-
one-out error is the average error of the L tests. It is known
that the leave-one-out procedure gives an almost unbiased es-
timate of the expected generalization error. Unfortunately, it is
computationally intensive to run the training L times.

The study of [12] summarizes a few practical approximations
of the leave-one-out error. Among the choices, we use

T = NSV /L,

where NSV denotes the number of support vectors, to estimate
the generalization error. Although Burges [8] shows that the
parameter setting that maximizes T does not necessarily mini-
mize generalization error, we find that the first derivative of T
(denoted as T ′) with respect to γ and C useful in the following
ways:

• T ′(γ) = ∂T/∂γ. When we incrementally increase γ for
an RBF kernel, T increases. Near the γ where T ′(γ)
encounters a sharp decline, the γ setting tends to pro-
duce minimal generalization error (or maximal accuracy
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Fig. 3. The leave-one-out bound indicates good parameters.

as shown in Figure 3(a)). We believe this is because the
problem of overfitting may start taking place after that
point.

• T ′(C) = ∂T/∂C. When the increase of C does not lead
to an increase in the number of support vectors, further
increasing C is counter-productive for two reasons. First,
it may not further improve generalization error (as shown
in Figure 3(b)). Second, the larger the C, the longer the
training time. Therefore, it is most cost effective to choose
the C where T ′(C) flats out.

Based on the above observations, we propose the algorithm
depicted in Figure 4 to adaptively select optimal kernel param-
eters. The algorithm begins with default parameters, then re-
peatedly trains with the training images in order to find a good
γ setting. Once a good γ setting is found, the algorithm can find
a good C setting.

C. One-Per-Class Ensemble Scheme

A classification problem involves a function F : Ω →
1, . . . , K, which defines a K-partition of the input space Ω into
sets F−1(k) called classes denoted by ωk, where 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
For a two-class problem, the hyperplanew of SVMs (and hence
BPMs) is the partition and sgn(f(x)) is equivalent to F−1(k).

Although SVMs/BPMs are mainly applied to two-class prob-
lems, they can be adapted to multi-class problems by ensem-
ble schemes. One such scheme is called one per class (OPC)
or “one against others”. OPC is simple and gives satisfac-
tory performance. When the number of classes K is large,
we need only to train K binary classifiers for OPC. The PWC
scheme requires 1

2K(K − 1) binary classifiers. And for ECOC
schemes to have good error-correction capability, the length of
the codewords (which determines the number of binary classi-
fiers) needs to be much larger than K. Requiring a large num-
ber of classifiers not only impacts the training time, but also the
speed of classification. OPC is the fastest ensemble scheme,
and yet its classification performance compares favorably to
that of the more complex schemes.



ALGORITHM Select SVM Parameters

input
D: training set of images
ε, θ, η
output
γopt: optimal RBF width
Copt: optimal training error penalty
variables
γi: RBF width for iteration i
Ci: training error penalty for iteration i
Ti: leave-one-out bound ( NSV

L
) for iteration i

OPCi: SVM classifier for iteration i
procedure calls
TRAIN SVM
CALCULATE T

init
// initialize γ and C with small values
γ0 ← γdefault

C0 ← Cdefault

T0 ← 0
i← 0

end init

repeat
// increase γ
i← i + 1
γi ← γi−1 × ε
OPCi ← TRAIN SVM (D, γi, C0)
Ti ← CALCULATE T (f i)

until Ti − Ti−1/Ti−1 ≤ θ
γopt ← γi

repeat
// increase C until T flattens out and training error is 0%
i← i + 1
Ci ← Ci−1 × η
OPCi ← TRAIN SVM (D, γopt, Ci)
Ti ← CALCULATE T (f i)

until Ti − Ti−1 ≤ 0 AND training error is 0%
Copt ← Ci

return γopt and Copt

Fig. 4. Algorithm for Selecting SVM Kernel Parameters.

For K classes, we train K classifiers, each of which separates
one class from the other (K − 1) classes. For each point x, we
have K decision outputs fk(x), 1 ≤ k ≤ K. The class of a
point is given as arg maxk fk(x).

IV. IMAGE ANNOTATION

In this section, we first explain how the CBSA method as-
signs labels to unannotated images using BPM-OPC. We then
describe the image features used for propagating image labels.

A. Content-based Soft Annotation (CBSA)

Image classification systems work by classifying an image
into one of many predefined categories. Usually, a confidence

score is associated with each category. The highest one is cho-
sen as the image’s category, and the rest are ignored. However,
in CBSA, we are interested in all category scores.

We define a set of 116 labels where each label characterizes
the representative semantics of an image category. Table V in
Appendix A shows the category names and the number of im-
ages belonging to each. The eight top-level categories for all of
the images are: abstract, architecture, animal, food, landscape,
objects, people and plants. Each unannotated image is classi-
fied against the 116 categories using BPM-OPC. This produces
a ranking of the 116 categories, with each category assigned
a confidence probability. The labels of these 116 categories,
along with their probabilities, become the annotation for this
image. The probability represents the weight of a label in the
overall description of an image. The rationale is that if an image
of, say, a landscape with clouds in the sky is being classified, the
classifier will assign the highest probability to the landscape la-
bel and the second highest probability to the clouds label. This
ranking can be very useful in retrievals. After an image is anno-
tated, it is associated with a K-nary label-vector. Each element
in the vector is a keyword, and the value for that element is the
weight of the keyword. A typical vector may look like

{(landscape, 0.5), (cloud, 0.7), ..., (tiger, 0.9)}.

B. Image Features

This section describes how our system characterizes images.
These image features help propagate annotation from trained
images to unlabeled images.

We believe that image characterization should emulate hu-
man perception insofar as possible [18]. Therefore, our percep-
tion works in a multi-resolution fashion. For some visual tasks,
human eyes may select coarse filters to obtain coarse image fea-
tures; for others, they select finer features. Similarly, for some
image applications (e.g., for detecting image replicas), employ-
ing coarse features is sufficient; for other applications (e.g., for
classifying images), employing finer features may be essential.
An image search engine thus must have the flexibility to model
subjective perceptions and to fulfill a variety of search tasks.

In our image retrieval system [10], we characterize images
by two main features: color and texture. We consider shape as
an attribute of these main features.

1) Color
Although the wavelength of visible light ranges from 400
nanometers to 700 nanometers, research [18] shows that the
colors which can be named by all cultures are generally lim-
ited to eleven. In addition to black and white, the discernible
colors are red, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange
and gray.
We first divide color into 12 color bins including 11 bins for
culture colors (those common to all cultures) and one bin for
outliers [22]. At the coarsest resolution, we characterize color
using a color mask of 12 bits. To record color information at
finer resolutions, we record eight additional features for each
color. These eight features are color histograms, color means
(in H, S and V channels), color variances (in H, S and V chan-
nel), and two shape characteristics: elongation and spread-
ness. Color elongation characterizes the shape of a color, and



spreadness characterizes how that color scatters within the im-
age [24]. Table I summarizes color features in coarse, medium
and fine resolutions.

TABLE I
MULTI-RESOLUTION COLOR FEATURES.

Filter Name Resolution Representation

Masks Coarse Appearance of culture colors
Spread Coarse Spatial concentration of a color
Elongation Coarse Shape of a color
Histograms Medium Distribution of colors
Average Medium Similarity comparison within

the same culture color
Variance Fine Similarity comparison within

the same culture color

2) Texture
Texture is an important cue for image analysis. Studies [29],
[30], [43], [45] have shown that characterizing texture features
in terms of structuredness, orientation, and scale (coarseness)
fits well with models of human perception. A wide variety
of texture analysis methods have been proposed in the past.
Because of its computational efficiency, we choose a discrete
wavelet transformation (DWT) using quadrature mirror filters
[43].
Each wavelet decomposition on a 2-D image yields four
subimages: a 1

2 ×
1
2 scaled-down image of the input image and

its wavelets in three orientations: horizontal, vertical and di-
agonal. Decomposing the scaled-down image further, we ob-
tain the tree-structured or wavelet packet decomposition. The
wavelet image decomposition provides a representation that is
easy to interpret. Every subimage contains information of a
specific scale and orientation and also retains spatial informa-
tion. We obtain nine texture combinations from subimages of
three scales and three orientations. Since each subimage re-
tains the spatial information of texture, we also compute elon-
gation and spreadness for each texture channel. Figure 5 sum-
marizes texture features.
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Fig. 5. Multi-resolution Texture Features.

Now, given an image, we can extract the above color and tex-
ture information to produce a 144-dimension vector of num-
bers. We use this vector to represent the image. Thus, the in-
put space X for our BPM classifiers is a 144-dimension space,
and each image in our database corresponds to a point in this
space.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiment is divided into two major parts:
1) Classification Schemes Evaluation. We evaluate the

performance of our adaptive parameters selection algo-
rithm. Then using the best parameters setting, we com-
pare the classification performance of SVM-OPC with
that of BPM-OPC’s.

2) Soft Annotation. We first assign a bag of probabilities
derived from BPM-OPC to each test image. We then test
the correctness of this soft annotation by eyeballing each
test image.

For our empirical studies, we use a 51, 000-image dataset
that contains images accumulated from the Corel Image CDs
and the Internet. Corel images have been widely used by the
computer vision and image-processing research communities.
In order to fulfill our experimental goals, we further divide the
dataset into the following two subsets:

• 2K-image dataset. This smaller set of images is used
to evaluate the BPM and SVM classifiers using vari-
ous kernel parameters. This set contains representa-
tive images from fifteen Corel categories — architecture,
bears, clouds, elephants, fabrics, fireworks, flowers, food,
landscape, people, objectionable images, textures, tigers,
tools, and waves. A few categories were added to increase
learning difficulty for the classifiers. To make the land-
scape category more difficult to learn, we placed images of
tigers and elephants on landscape and water backgrounds.
The “objectionable image” category had to be differenti-
ated from the “people” category when an image was of
people wearing little clothing. We added colorful fabrics
and food to interfere with flowers. Various texture images
(e.g., skin, brick, grass, water, etc.) were added to raise the
learning difficulty for all categories.

• 25K-image dataset. This set contains images that were
manually classified into 116 categories. (See Table V in
Appendix A for details.) This set contains images that are
more diversified and thus more challenging for any learn-
ing algorithm. Using this dataset, we show that our classi-
fication scheme is scalable to a large number of categories.
We also use this dataset to train the classifiers that provide
probabilities used in soft annotations.

A. Classification Schemes Experiments

The classification experiment is divided into three parts:
1) We first conduct an extensive analysis of the parameters γ

and C using SVMs with the Laplacian RBF kernel. The
adaptive parameters selection algorithm is used to find a
good set of parameters for the second part of the experi-
ment.

2) Next, we compare the classification performance of SVM
classifiers with that of BPM’s. The first two parts of the
experiment make use of the 2K-image dataset.

3) Finally, we evaluate the scalability and performance of
both SVM and BPM classifiers on the 25K-image dataset.

To measure classification performance in our experiments,
we used classification error. We ran each experiment 10 times.
At each run, we randomly selected a percentage of images from
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Fig. 6. Data for a representative class. T is scaled up by a factor k = 6.

the dataset to be used as training examples for the classifiers.
The remaining images were used for classification. The results
presented represent the average of 10 runs.

B. γ and C Analysis

For analytical purposes, we look at how γ and C affect clas-
sification results in a number of ways. For various combina-
tions of γ and C, we train SVM classifiers on 80% of the data
and test on the remaining 20%. We do this for each of the 15
classes. For each class, we gather the training and testing recall,
and the leave-one-out bound T . Recall is defined as n/p where
n is the number of positive instances correctly labeled (i.e., an-
notated) positive, and p is the number of positive instances in
the dataset. We examine the effectiveness of the adaptive algo-
rithm by evaluating whether the selected kernel parameters can
improve SVM-OPC’s testing recall.

In Figure 6, we plot (T×k) (where k is a scaling factor) along
with testing recall for a representative class. We vary γ and
fix C at 1000. Figure 6(a) shows that the leave-one-out bound
T × k always increases when γ is increased, but the “knee”
in the curve predicts the optimal value of γ ≈ 0.0006 for this
class. (Recall that γ = 1/σ so in Figure 6(a), we are decreasing
the RBF width as NSV grows.)

Figure 6(b) shows a similar experiment, but we fix γ at
0.0006 and vary C. We graph both testing recall and T × k. As
C increases, T × k increases and then flattens out. The value
for C where the bound flattens out closely matches the value
for C that optimizes testing recall. When C increases further,
the recall remains unchanged.

In Figure 6(c), we plot T ′ as we increase γ. The γ values that
correspond to a very small T ′ correctly approximate the optimal
γ ≈ 0.0006 from Figure 6(a). Thus, our algorithm picks a good
value for γ.

Figures 7(a-e) illustrate some iterations in the algorithm. In
each figure, we present the distribution of the SVM training out-
put, and we also display the training recall and testing recall.
Figure 7(a) shows that when γ is sub-optimal, the trained clas-
sifier cannot cleanly separate the training data into their classes:
several training instances fall within the SVM margin (between
−1 and 1 in the x-axis). When we increase γ (Figures 7(b) and
(c)), the number of instances in the margin decreases, and so
does the training error. We fix γ = 0.0006 when T reaches its
knee. We then increase C from 100 to 300 (Figure 7(d)), and
then to 400 (Figure 7(e)). At γ = 0.0006 and C = 400, the

TABLE II
ADAPTIVELY GENERATED PARAMETERS FOR EACH CLASS.

Category γ C
architecture 0.0013 300

bears 0.0004 300
clouds 0.0013 200

elephants 0.0003 400
fabric 0.0003 300

fireworks 0.001 200
flowers 0.0006 400

food 0.0012 300
landscape 0.0004 300

obj. images 0.0021 300
people 0.0003 300
texture 0.0011 200
tigers 0.0012 300
tools 0.0007 200

waves 0.0024 300

testing recall achieves the best result (Figure 7(f)). Using the
algorithm from Figure 4, we select a γ and C for each of 15
classes (see Table II).

C. Classification Performance of SVM-OPC vs. BPM-OPC

Using the γ and C parameters from Table II, we evaluate the
classification performance of SVM-OPC and BPM-OPC clas-
sifiers. We use 80% of the 2K-image dataset for training the
classifiers, and the remaining 20% are used for testing. For
BPM-OPC, the tolerance parameter for termination of the bil-
liard algorithm is set at 0.01. Table III shows the classification
error rate for each of the 15 categories. While the error rates for
SVM-OPC are already low, we observe that BPM-OPC can ob-
tain an even lower error rate for all categories. The decrease is
about 1.6% on average. However, the training time for a BPM
classifier is substantially longer than that of an SVM classifier.

Next, we apply our classification schemes on the larger 116-
category dataset. We set aside 4K images to be used as test-
ing data; the remaining 21K images are used for training. We
perform several rounds of SVM-OPC and BPM-OPC classifi-
cation, with each round using a different percentage of training
images. The generated classifiers are tested on the 4K-image
testing set.

Figure 8 shows the classification error of SVM- and BPM-
OPC for the test set. Despite having 116 categories, many of
them closely-related, both SVM and BPM classifiers are still
able to provide acceptable classification performance. Even
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Fig. 7. Each iteration improved classification.

with just 20% of the training data, we maintain a relatively
low classification error rate of only 60% (SVM-OPC) and 51%
(BPM-OPC). As we increase the training percentage to 50%,
the errors drop to 47% for SVM-OPC and 39% for BPM-OPC.
The performance gap between BPM-OPC and SVM-OPC of
the 116-category dataset is significant (about 10%). Although
training BPM-OPC takes four-times longer than training SVM-
OPC, BMP-OPC is a better choice for CBSA, which can con-
duct class prediction offline.

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION ERROR RATES FOR SVM-OPC AND BPM-OPC USING

80% OF THE 2K-IMAGE DATASET FOR TRAINING.

Category SVM-OPC BPM-OPC
architecture 12.0 11.3

bears 25.3 25.1
clouds 15.4 12.3

elephants 16.1 14.7
fabric 14.9 9.9

fireworks 6.5 4.9
flowers 8.7 6.8

food 7.8 6.5
landscape 21.2 19.8

obj. images 4.9 4.1
people 17.7 15.9
texture 3.5 3.4
tigers 8.5 6.8
tools 0.5 0.5

waves 13.9 10.4
Overall Average 11.8 10.2

Next, we analyze the effect of category size on error rates.
We divide the categories into three groups: the small group’s
categories has fewer than 50 images, the medium group’s cate-

Fig. 8. Error Rates of the 4K-image Testing Set.

gories has fewer than 300 images, and the large group has cate-
gories with more than 300 images. Table IV shows the average
error rates of the categories in the three groups when 50% of
the dataset is used for training. We see that the error rate for
the small group is much worse (30% for SVM-OPC and 21%
for BPM-OPC) than for the large group, while the difference
between the medium and large groups is, although smaller, still
rather compelling. This phenomenon is due to class imbalance
whereby the large group can provide more positive examples,
and hence are well represented in the training set. For the small
group, the number of positive examples in the training set is in-
significant compared to the number of negative examples, and
thus the class boundary formed by the classifier may not gener-
alize well.

D. Soft Annotation Results

Using the classifiers generated with 20% of training data
from the 25K-image dataset, we produce a set of BPM-OPC
values for each unannotated image. The values are converted



TABLE IV
ERROR RATES FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORY SIZES WITH 50% OF DATASET

USED FOR TRAINING.

Percentage of Training SVM-OPC BPM-OPC
Small (< 50 images) 73.6 58.0
Medium ( < 300 images) 53.1 41.5
Large ( ≥ 300 images) 43.6 36.9

to probabilities in order to depict the likelihood of a category
label describing an image correctly. A probability greater than
0.9 implies that the annotation shows a high level of confidence,
whereas a probability less than 0.1 implies a low confidence
level. Probabilities that are greater than 0.5 may also provide
some useful secondary annotation of an image. The first label is
the one which gives the highest probability (denoted as P1) and
the second label is the one with the second highest probability
(P2).

(a)Texture Only

Texture-Apple Texture-Bead Texture-Tree Texture-Seed
(b) Useful 2nd labels

Texture-Deer Texture-Leaf Texture-Sky Texture-Leopard
(c) Useless 2nd labels

Fig. 9. Examples of Texture Query. (a) Images that are confidently annotated.
(b) Images with useful second labels. (c) Images with wrong second labels.

(a)Mountain Only

Mountain-Canyon Mountain-Field Mountain-Lake Mountain-Snow
(b) Useful 2nd labels

Mountain-Goat Mountain-Lizard Mountain-Lake Mountain-Coast
(c) Useless 2nd labels

Fig. 10. Examples of Mountain Query. (a) Images that are confidently an-
notated. (b) Images with useful second labels. (c) Images with wrong second
labels.

We present three examples of the annotation results. The
first example is for texture images (Figure 9), the second is for
mountain images (Figure 10) and the last example is for city
images (Figure 11). Each row of images in the figures portrays
one of the following scenarios:

(a)City Only

City-Coast City-Lake City-Garden City-Skyscraper
(b) Useful 2nd labels

City-Desert City-Castle City-Goat City-Temple
(c) Useless 2nd labels

Fig. 11. Examples of City Query. (a) Images that are confidently annotated.
(b) Images with useful second labels. (c) Images with wrong second labels.

Case 1: P1 ≥ 0.9. (See row(a) of Figures 9 – 11.)
The first label is able to provide annotation of which we may
be confident. We can see from all the examples in row(a) that
the label accurately describes the images. The second label
is not used at all because the first label supersedes all other
labels.

Case 2: P1<0.9 and P2>0.5. (See row(b) of Figures 9 – 11.)
In this case, P1 is high but P2 is greater than 0.5. We see
from images in row(b) that the second label can enrich the de-
scription of the image. For the texture images (Figure 9(b)),
the second label adds a semantical context to the otherwise
abstract texture label. Some secondary annotations (such as
snow, which is semantically close to the word mountain), fre-
quently give additional information. However, a more general
label like lake cannot be trusted all the time.

Case 3: P1<0.9 and P2<0.5. (See row(c) of Figures 9 – 11.)
In this case, we see examples where the first label correctly
annotates an image, but the secondary annotation seems com-
pletely wrong. The probability P2 in this case is usually less
than 0.5.

Remarks:

• Using just 20% of labeled data to train BPM-OPC clas-
sifiers, we can achieve label propagation to un-annotated
images with a reasonable accuracy of 50%. Thus, CBSA
provides a suitable initial labeling that can further be im-
proved by using methods such as users’ relevance feed-
back.

• Multiple-keyword searches can be supported when the
combined confidence level of both the first and second la-
bel is high. The combined confidence level is computed by
multiplying P1 with P2. We obtain a high combined confi-
dence level when both P1 and P2 are greater than 0.5, and
are close to each other. If (P1 ≥ 0.9) and (P2 < 0.5), the
high confidence level of P1 is diluted by P2 in the com-
bined probability. Thus, we do not make use of the second
label. In addition to the diluting effect, (P2 < 0.5) indi-
cates a low confidence in annotation by the second label.
When the value P2 is low, we discard the second label in
our annotation.



VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In order to support multimodal image retrievals, we have pre-
sented CBSA to semi-automate the process of annotating unla-
beled images with multiple soft labels. CBSA first uses a small
percentage of manually-labeled data to train a BPM-OPC en-
semble. The ensemble is then applied to all images and the en-
semble’s outputs mapped to probabilities. Every image is char-
acterized by a bag of words. The words’ relevancy to the image
is indicated by probability values. Our approach of associating
probabilities with the labels establishes a baseline whereby the
initial labeling can be improved upon through users’ relevance
feedback via active learning [9], [44], [46].

Our future work can be expanded in two directions. First, we
will improve the query effectiveness of our system by adding
query expansion using a text lexical system (e.g., WordNet or
a domain-specific thesaurus). In this way, a query will not be
confined to the initial labels. Second, we will improve the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of the BPM-OPC ensemble. For ef-
fectiveness enhancement, we are investigating statistical meth-
ods that can deal with the challenges of an unbalanced training
set (where one class is substantially smaller than the other in a
binary classification setting). For efficiency enhancement, we
are investigating methods for improving computational time to
approximate the Bayes point. Together with our recent works
in perceptual feature mining [27], perceptual distance functions
[25], [26], active learning [9], [46], and indexing methods [17],
we believe that CBSA provides the glue to integrate content
with keywords for supporting effective multimodal image re-
trievals.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE V
CATEGORY NAMES AND SIZES FOR THE 25K-IMAGE DATASET.

alligator 101 couple 115 leopard 87 ship 95
apple 76 crane 180 lighthouse 196 sign 127
bead 107 deer 319 lion 149 sky 294
bear 187 desert 619 lizard 244 skyscraper 283
berry 93 dish 400 machine 138 snake 172
beverage 151 dog 551 man 69 snow 648
bonsai 101 dolphin 55 monkey 177 space 107
bridge 393 duck 193 mountain 700 squirrel 55
buffalo 56 eagle 177 mushroom 221 stone 222
bug 207 elephant 178 orange 41 sunset 500
building 683 field 600 ostrich 18 temple 317
butterfly 350 firework 223 owl 135 texture 500
cactus 134 fish 506 palace 398 tiger 145
cake 71 forest 500 parrot 98 tool 304
camel 46 fox 114 pattern 500 tower 205
canyon 164 frog 99 penguin 191 train 86
castle 477 furniture 146 pig 49 tree 325
cat 137 garden 600 pyramid 80 tulip 71
cattle 95 giraffe 60 rabbit 53 turtle 79
cave 146 goat 54 ram 103 vegetable 125
cheetah 44 grass 44 rhinoceros 98 waterfall 526
chicken 45 group 57 rock 315 wave 171
child 83 hippo. 66 rose 121 whale 106
china 105 horse 94 ruins 500 wildcat 276
church 372 industry 335 seal 64 wildflower 301
city 500 instrument 109 seashell 99 windmill 47
cliff 156 island 69 seed 147 wolf 184
cloud 159 lake 518 shark 25 woman 457
coast 600 leaf 311 sheep 48 zebra 77


